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BENEFITS WITH: INTERFLO DYNAMIC PALLET RACKS AND
PICKING RACKS SYSTEMS FOR PICKING AND ORDER SELECTION

Pallet flow racks are perfect for food, beverage, grocery, and industries
looking to pick oldest inventory first. It is an efficient and cost-effective
storage system for managing perishable and time-sensitive products in
high-density storage areas.

Pallet flow racks are ideal when you have multiple pallets of the same
SKU products.

When combined with carton flow racks and Reverse Flow pallet racking
systems, you can create an efficient system that uses gravity to minimize
workload and keep picking positions stocked.

Gravity Flow Pallet Racks provide Automatic FIFO material handling.

Reduces time for handling pallets. Immediate access to every type of
load and / or SKU.

Provides efficient use of floor space and minimizes load and unload times

Increases the storage capacity with efficient use the floor space reducing
and eliminating aisles.

¡BEVERAGES FAST MOVING IN DYNAMIC PALLETS
FLOW RACKS!!

NESTLÉ is one of the world´s leading food companies´ and among
several products they produce Bottled Water at their Santa Maria,
Mexico Plant.

NESTLÉ Produces Perrier, San Pellegrino, Santa Maria and Kermato,
and in order to improve the customer service and best delivery time
they decided to update their Warehouses and material handling
operations in Mexico, with the main purpose to deliver always fresh
products to the traditional and the modern supply channels.

INTERFLO MEXICO was selected to supply and install Picking Racks,
Replenishing Racks, Reverse Flow Rack Systems and Dynamic
Gravity Flow Storage Rack Systems to optimize the space of their
warehouses,  increase  the storage capacity and improved  the
handling of Pallets with FIFO access allowing pickers to have
continuous access to product and monitor product shelf life of several
SKUs including mixed products for immediate shipping.

More than 20,000 pallet positions were installed with:
Dynamic Picking Racks Systems.
Dynamic Replenishing Racks and Reverse Flow Rack Systems.
Dynamic Gravity Flow Storage Rack Systems
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